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RFK Appearance
Changed to Noon
On Campus Friday
N~WEST FEATURE _at th~ International Center, 1808 Las Lomas
NE, IS the Cafe International m the patio and garden behind the Center. The espresso bar, shown at the rear of the patio will feature
coffees and ~s of the world, including American and Turkish coffee
C~e C~puccm_o, Cafe Bo~gia, and regular, Russian, Plantation Mint:
a Indian Sp1ced tea. Pr1ces range from 10 to 20 cents. The cafe will
open tomorrow at 1 p.m. and close at 6:30.

2 Scholarships Voted
For Andean Program

.
Cricketeer styies
a new look for Spring •••

NATURAL SHOULDER
VESTED SUITS

580.00
Cricketeer Naturat Shoulder
Suits without Vest

$65.00 and $15.00

.,

..

'

. Cric~eteer gives vested interest to your
tropical-weight suit wardrobe. There's extra
style dividends in a Cricketeer vested suit
of lightweight, wrinkle-free Dacron*
polyester/wool worsted and 100% Tropical
Worsted for unsurpassed worm weather
comfort. And, Cricketeer makes these
.
ve.sted lightweights in exciting new.
stnp:s, p)o1ds~:md textured solids, featuring
hght~r, bnghter colorings for Spring •..
stnctly natural shoulder in traditional
.
three-button models. The vest
QIVes you the important look you want
· · · no seasons barred.

•DuPont Reo. T.M,

An act establishing two $4.00
scholarships for UNM students
attending the Andean Research
and Study Center in Ecuador
next year was passed by Student
Senate last night.
The 50 students in Quito next .
year will be paying activity fees
but will not benefit from Associated Students programs, Sen.
Coleman Travelstead, sponsor of
the bill, pointed out.
"STUDENTS selected to go to
Ecuador will be those who can
benefit most from study in Latin
A m e r i c a," Travelstead said.
"Many of them could be students
from small New :Mexico towns
who otherwise might not be able
to afford to go. They will be serving as good-will ambassadors
from "New Mexico, and,this scholarship is only a small part of
what we might do," he said.
Four UNr.I delegates will attend a black-student conference
at the University of Texas at El
Paso April 5-7 under an act passed by Senate last night. An allocation of $196.45 was approved to
pay travel costs for Sen. Travelstead, Neil Murray, Barbara
Brown, and Sen. Sterling Nichols,
sponsor of the bill.

City Commissioners,
U. Leaders Confer
Associated Students leaders
met Tuesday night with members
of the Albuquerque City Commission to explain ASUNM programs
and activities.
The commission members beard
speeches from Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Coleman
Travelstead, Cultural Committee
Representative Tom Solenberger,
Popular Entertainment Committee Chairman Joyce Gattas, and
Speakers Committee Representative Bill Carr.
John Martone described activitives of the UNM tutoring council
and International Center Director
John Bakas also addressed the
group.
"We tried to stress the ASUNM
programs which are directly related to the interests of the city
of Albuquerque," Travelstead
said.

SENATE ALSO approved establishment of a paid position for
a publicity director for the Associated Students. The bill, if approved by ASUNM President
John Thorson, would repeal a
previous law establishing a similar position for an unpaid student
volunteer.
The new bill does not specify
what the publicity director's salary shall be or whether he will
work full or ,part-time. Hiring of
a graduate fellow has been suggested.
THE DIRECTOR would be responsible f o r newspaper announcements and advertisements,
radio spots, posters, and other information. He would work primarily for the ASUNM Speakers,
Popular Entertainment, and Cultural committees.

For Governor

Seven Candidates
Will Speak Here
The UNM Student Lobby has
tentatively scheduled speaking
engagements for six New Mexicans seeking gubernatorial nominations. 'fhe Lobby says the appearances. are to help keep students and lawmakers in touch
with each other.
Bobby Mayfield, Democratic
representative from Dona Ana
County, is one of those scheduled.
Earlier this month he canceled
a debate at UNM on academic
freedom.
Albuquerque lawyer Henry
Stowers will initiate the program
with his speech April 4 at 7:30
in the Union Ballroom. The others
will speak in the Union Theater.
April 18, Mack Easley, a DemoCl'at from Lea County and form·
er lieutenant governor, will speak.
Fabian Chavez, a 1966 lieutenant
governor candidate, speaks on
May 2. Calvin Horn, who is prominent in the state Democratic
party, will talk on May 9. May 16
is the scheduled appearance of
Bruce King, a Democrat from
Santa Fe who is Speaker of the
State House of Representatives.
Mayfield will speak on May 22.
Governor David F. Cargo is tentatively scheduled for April 26.
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New York Senator Robert Kennedy is now scheduled to speak
at UNM's Zimmerman Field at
noon Friday instead of Thursday
night in the Arena.
Kennedy, seeking the Democratic presidential nomination, will
speak to UNM students at the
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial freedom

Traditional white on the tennis <;ourts
will be competing with pastels this year.
The sweater at left is soft yellow with
white and pale green trim. The 1968 version of the classic v-necked sweater at
left features chevron stripes.
The new look in blazers is doublebreasted with four, six, or even eight buttons and wide lapels reminiscent of Clyde
Barrow.
Vests are big this spring, especially
with watch chains. The traditional ivyleague suit below is matched with a
broadcloth shirt with the new, longer collar and a wider regimental tie.
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the agency was made Sept:,·:'i9,
By CHUCK NOLAND
two weeks later.
Jerry Roehl, former president
So far this year, according to
of Inter-fraternity Council, will Union records, Western Collegiate
be removed today from his posi- has booked the following entertion on the Associated Students tainment for the Popular Entertainment Committee: The LetterPopular Entertainment Commit- men, the Stone Poneys, Peter,
tee by ASUNM President John Paul, and Mary, and the AssociaThorson, The Lobo learned yester- tion (Fiesta).
ENTERTAINERS' fees, collectday.
by the agency and paid minus
ed
Roehl, who also served as
the agency's commission to the
Homecoming chairman in 1966 is entertainer, will total almost $25,listed with the State Corporation 000 for these bookings. Popular
booking agency which has collect- Entertainment bas paid Western
ed almost $15,000 in entertainers' Collegiate nearly $15,000 of that
fees for bookings contracted for amount so far this year.
by the Popular Entertainment
Aside from these bookings,
Committee this year. Thorson in- Western Collegiate has collected
dicated that he felt this to be a
$1435 so far this year in fees for
direct conflict of interest.
booking bands for the Wednesday
THE AGENCY, Western Col- night dances in the Union.
legiate Productions Inc., was
THE QUESTION of Hoehl's
formed last summer by a group po~sible conflict of interest was
of UNM students, including Ken raised two weeks ago by a stuGattas, activities director of the dent in a conversation with ThorUnion. Minutes of the company's son. On investigation, Thorson
board of directors meeting show, discovered Roehl's and Gattas' inhowever, that on Sept. 15, 1967, volvement and consulted Dr. HarGattas announced his intent to old Lavender, Vice-president for
resign as an officer and sell his student affairs.
stock because of the possible conLavender in turn called Union
flict of interest. The first payment Director William Bierbaum and
from the Associated Students to A'Ssociate Director Kirby Krbec to
help in his investigation.
The administrators found that
Gattas apparently had been in•
volved in no conflict of inte~est,
since he resigned from the
agency's board of directors and
announced his intent to sell his
stock two weeks before the cahtpany ever collected any money
from the Associated Students.
A proposal to place one student
UNION BOAilD member Rob
member on each of 14 UNM fac- Burton, who took part in The
ulty and administrative commit- Lobo's investigation, has criticized
tees has been approved by Stu- Lavender, Bierbaum, and Krbec
dent Affairs Committee and will for acting on Gattas' case without
be sent to the Committee on the consulting the board. He has askUniversity, which will transmit ed that the matter be placed on
Student Affairs' recommendation the agenda for tonight's board
meeting, scheduled for 8:15 iti
to the faculty.
room
231-A of the Union.
THE PROPOSAL, written by
The
board will not be concerned
an ad hoc committee of students
formed as the result of a cam- directly with Roehl's case, since
paign promise by John Thorson, he is not employed in the Union
was sent to Student Affairs and but was an A"Ssociated Students
presidential appointee.
(Continued on Page 3)
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DKs New Proposal

Robert Kennedy
same location from which his
younger brother, Teddy, spoke a
year ago.
HFK IS campaigning across the
nation, and was forced to change
the time of his appearance. He
is scheduled to arrive in Albuquerque at 9 :30 Friday morning.
B u t the times of his arrival and his speech at UNl\1 are
only approximate.
Before coming to UNM, Kennedy plans to stop at the Albuquerque Indian school and the Old
Town plaza. Other stops may be
added between now and Friday.
The Students for Kennedy and
the Bernalillo county organization
for the former U.S. Attorney General are trying to organize a massive Albuquerque and UNM welcome for the 42-year-old senator.
THE UNM students for Kennedy are handling the campus arrangement for the appearance set
up by Tom Horn and speaker's
committee.
Senator Eugene McCarthy's
backers on campus expressed
pleasure Wednesday that Kennedy
was coming to Albuquerque and
UNM.
K e n n e d y and McCarthy are
challenging P r e s i d e n t Lyndon
Johnson for the Democratic presidential nomination.

Applications Due
For Chakaa Today
All sophomore men with at
least a 2.75 grade average and
two campus activities are invited
to pick up an application for Chakaa, junior men's honorary, at the
Activities Center of the Union or
at the office of the Dean o:l' Men.
Deadline for returning applications to the Dean of Men's officP.
is today. A smoker for all applicants will be held on Sunday,
April 28, at 1 :30 p.m. in room 129
of the Union.

Low-Key Drug Approach
Defended by Dr. Lavender
The following is the text of a letter from Harold Lavender, UNM's
vice-president for student affairs, sent to Chuck Noland, Lobo editor,
Wednesday:
Dear Chuck:
I will not quibble over misplaced emphases in the sections of the
drug stories in today's Lobo dealing with our interview. I must make
one point, however: at no time did I indicate I thought the problem
minor or unimportant. On the contrary, I made my attitude clear that
I considered one student using drugs to be a serious problem, and if
your admittedly speculative figures are accurate then I am to that
degree concerned.
My dilemma is and has been from the beginning to decide how we
can best help students make wise choices concerning drugs. We chose
a "low-key" approach with which you disagree. That is your prerogative.
I now ask you what would you have the administration do? Shall
we conduct regular raids on the dormitories? Sha11 we hire operath•es
to stalk the Union and the lobby of Hokona Hall? Shall we enlist informers from dorms and other living places? In short shall we or·
ganize a police state?
Your suggestion that we warn students about the consequences of
drug use strikes me as condescending to your clientele. We know nothing that hasn't been written and re-written again and again in every
news organ in the United States during the last three years. If you
don't read tht:i Nation, try Playboy.
To suggest that students haven't been warned is to have one's head
in the sand. If your informants from the narcotics offices who are so
willing to talk, even though anonymously, have the kind of informa·
tion you say they have, I suggest it is they who have been derelict,
not we.
Our stated policy is and has been that we will cooperate with legal
authorities in the enforcement of laws. For from its being a pre-emp·
tili'n of our prerogatives if the law enforcement officials take action, I
consider it their job and duty to do so. Ours, hopefully, is to run a·
university.
Harold Lavender

·a·aul'llday, Mareh. 28, 1968'
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Drug Orientation Program Asked
No, Dr. Lavender, we do not suggest that UNM "organize
a police state" to deal with the drug problem on this campus
(see story page 1).
The Lobo certainly does believe that the low-key task force
the administration suggests to deal with the problem would
"''be largely ineffective, primarily because the drug situation is
too far out of hand for any '~low-key" effort to be successful.
We also tend to believe that it is much too late to educate
or help a majority of the users at UNM. It is not so much the
current users whom we are concerned with. What concerns us
is the students who will flow into this state's largest educational institution in years to come.
We certainly agree, in part, that, "To suggest that students haven't been warned is to have one's head in the sand."
Certainly both Nation and Playboy, as well as many other national publications, have written about drugs.
What we feel is vital now is for this University to consider
the future students of this institution-the students whom
we must be very concerned about.
We suggest that a campus-wide orientation program, primarily for incoming freshmen, combined with your task
force, could contribute a great deal toward eliminating the
problem at UNM.
There is no doubt that students have read extensively
about drugs and their effects. However, we feel the legal and
wider-range aspects of drug usage are often ignored by
writers and educators.
How many students who use drugs of some type ·sit down
and think of what an arrest and conviction could do to their
future? The years in jail and the monetary fines are, of
course, the first things that come to mind.
And they should certainly be stressed in the orientation
program, for they are important considerations.
But what of the one-time UNM students who have been
arrested and/ or convicted on a drug charge. The freshman,
or any UNM student, needs to be vitally aware of what will
"""'happen 10 years from now when he goes job-hunting.
There are these inevitable questions on the job applications
that ask, "Have you ever been arrested? What for? Were
you convicted?"
When a young person, no matter how impressive his other
credentials, answers the first or last question "yes" and puts
"drugs" in the middle blank, his chances for the job will be
substantially lower than a person with no such record.
These are the types of things we believe young students
should be told. The consequences of drug use 10 years from
now can be pretty frightening.
Some compare drug arrests or use with those students who
drink while under the legal age. The penalties, the federal
laws, and the social acceptance of drugs versus liquor make
this an invalid argument.
It appears that student government wi11 also choose to
ignore the drug problem for a while yet. This was obvious
when Senate refused to allocate about $50 to send a student
to a well-respected conference on how to deal with drugs on
campus.
The Lobo, Dr. Lavender, would be pleased to help the administration plan, organize, and implement an orientation
program to be combined with your suggested low-key task
force.
We do not divorce ourselves from the current problem at
UNM and do not relish an area raid a la Stony Brook as the
ultimate solution to the problem.
We suggest that dealing with drugs or other student problems is a major responsibility of a university and the more
that is done internally the less likely outside agents are to
..r.take their own, often drastic, action to deal with the situation.

By M. SHERMAN McCORKLE
If Choice '68-thG National
Collegiate Presidential Primary·
-is to have a significant impact
on America and the political institutions that govern her, 'student involvement must be intense
on the national scale, and this
means each university must have
a large percentage of its students
voting.
The cry from college-age students for an active voice in national political affairs has been
loud and Choice '68 is the answer
to that plea. The national board
of Choice '68 has set a wide slate
of presidential candidates so that
the students may have a clear
voice in this poll.
The three referendum questions
are clearly stated and were worded only after meeting with top
poll and survey experts on proper phrasing. The stage has been
set for the students to act on
April 24, 1968. It is now up to
them.
BOB HARRIS, a former student
body president at MSU, thought
student views would have more
impact on the political policymakers if students acted on a national scale. He went to a weekly
news magazine and acquired a
grant of $100,000 for the project.
Reaction from academic and
government leaders was quick
and favorable. President Johnson
expressed his conviction that this
kind of vote from students was
highly significant, that when students express their opinion intelligently, people across the nation
"stop, look, listen, and evaluate."
Among the many letters received supporting Choice '68 are
those from Senators Robert Kennedy, Edward Brooke, Charles
Percy, Eugene McCarthy, and
former Vice-President Richard
Nixon.
WHAT ARE THE choices of
Choice '68? In the selection for
President there are thirteen men
representing all areas of the political spectrum. The choices are:
Fred Halstead, a Socialist Worker, Mark 0. Hatfield, Lyndon B.
Johnson, Robert F. Kennedy, John
V. Lindsay, the Mayor of New
York, Eugene J. McCarthy, Richard M. Nixon, Charles H. Percy,
Ronald W. Reagan, Nelson A.
Rockefeller, Martin Luther King,
Harold E. Stassen, and George
C. Wallace of the American Independent Party.
Some of these men are not declared candidates but are on the
list to insure a wide choice, and
because the board felt many students would like to see them considered for president.
In addition to a first choice for
president, a second and third
choice may also be marked and
the results will be tabulated for
statistical analysis.
THE REFERENDUM questions
give a wide choice in the course
of action to be taken by the
United States. The first question
is "What course of military action should the United States
pursue in Viet Nam?" The possible answers are: (1) Immediate
withdrawal of American forces,
(2) phased reduction of American military activity, (3) maintain current level of American
military activity, ( 4) increase
the level of American military
activity and (5) 'all out' American military effort.''
The second question also deals
with Viet Nam, in particular the
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bombing of North VietNam. The
question is: "What course of action should the United States
pursue in regard to the bombing
of North VietNam?"
Choices are: (1) Permanent
cessation of th<l· bombing, (2)
temporary suspension of bombing,
(3) maintain current level of
bombing, (4) intensify bombing,
(5) use of nuclear weapons.''
The last referendum question
considers the nation's biggest
domestic problem. "In confronting the 'urban crisis' which of the
following should receive highest
priority in government spending:
(1) education, (2) job training
and employment, (3) housing, (4)
income subsidy, (5) riot control
and stricter law enforcement."
CHOICE '68 may play a major
role in determining the aims of
many campus groups. For the
radical left, Choice '68 could be
a turning point for many of its
members. If successful, many on
the left will re-evaluate their
position that the American democratic process is absurd and the
political power of the vote nil.
If this happens the left may
channel its considerable energies
into other controversial areas
such as lowering the voting age to
18. If Choice '68 should fail, the
synicism and skepticism of the
campus radical will be reinforced;
but more than this, the view that
violent action is the best way to
achieve acceptable political ends
will be enhanced.
The fact that many leftists and
moderate-liberals are on the ballot, along with the VietNam and
urban referendum questions, indicates the possibility of a strong
leftist vote.
TO THE STUDENT right and
campus conservative Choice '68
may be the means by which they
can regain the spotlight and national press that they lost to the
more flamboyant left. The student right has the political machine and the political know-how
to "pack the polls and churn out
the vote," and if they activate
such organizations as the Young
Americans for Freedom, they
may do just that.
The chance for the conservatives to score a victory in Choice
'68 is real and they know it. Their
dedication to accepted formulas,
established structures and the
democratic process may be mechanical enough to give them this
victory.
Because of this there has been
some talk that the left will boycott the primary, but this would
only give the conservatives a bigger margin of success.
IF THE fragmention of the
vote by these two campus groups
occurs, the results of Choice '68
will be put back into the hands
of the silent majority at American universities.
The bulk of the conservative
vote may go to Reagan, but JJ!any
conservative votes will go to Wallace with the more moderate right
going to former Vice-President
Nixon. The liberal vote has many
attractive choices. If it does not
mobilize behind one candidate, the
power of its vote will be diluted
over too wide an area of selection.
From the preceding one can see
that the results of Choice '68 will
probably be decided by the silent
masses of our universities. If the
student vote is high enough and
the signs are encouraging that it
will be the impact of the primary
will be as political science profes-
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sor John Saloma stated in the
MIT newspaper: 2-13-67 ''· .• as
important as the primary in any
contested state."
PROFESSOR SALOMA went
on to say, "Choice '68 is a test of
the will and resourcefulness of
young people-a test of strength
between the young and the establishment. By taking a serious
attitude towards this primary
and turning out in large numbers
to vote, students can show they
do count as a political group.
"Too often the student and under-30 vote is discounted because
it lets itself be discounted. If successful, Choice '68 can do much
towards the politcian 's attitude."
He also noted that if successful,
more votes would be cast in Choice
'68 than in all of the contested
small-state primaries combined.
The powerful effect that college students can have on a campaign was proven by the student
effort for Senator Eugene McCarthy in the New Hampshire
primary. Clearly the large vote
for McCarthy was not due to just
the work of the college students
but their enthusiasm did have ~
psychological effect on the voters.

Letters
Letten are welcome, and obould
be no lon&'er than 260 wordo bPewritten, double spaced. Name. telephone number and addrsa muot be

I

Begin Sunday

·First ·Draft Case ·
In Supreme Court

Commencement exercises will
WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
be held Friday, June 7, at 7:30 Supreme Court has been asked to
p.m. tn University Arena this rule on punitive draft reclassificaJune instead o:l' in .Johnson Gym, tion of anti-war and anti-draft
to allow. each .graduating senior protesters.
The American Civil Liberties
to invite more than three guests.
· Union has asked the Court to hear
TICKETS for guests at the ex- the case of James J. Oestereich,
ercises will not be required, but a student at Andover Theological
University Secretary John Durrie Seminary in Boston, who lost his
said this week that it is hoped IV-D exemption as a ministerial
that graduates will limit invita- student when he turned in his
tions to close friends and members draft card.
of their families.
Oestereich was reclassified unThe name of the commencement der a letter sent out by Selective
speaker will be announced as Service Director Lewis Hershey
soon as the appearance is sched- recommending the reelassification
and induction of registrants who
uled.
This year's graduating classes "violate the military Selective
are so large that only the names Service Act." The ACLU has filed
of doctoral candidates will be suits in behalf of' 49 men who
have been reclassified in the wake
read.
of Hershey's letter. Several stuSEN I 0 R examinations this dent groups have also brought a
spring will be given during the general suit against Hershey's
regular examination period, in- order. The students lost at the
stead of a week earlier as last district court level and are a·pyear. Grades will not be processed peali~g the case.
until after commencement, so conBut the Oestereich case is the
ferring of the degrees will be first to reach the Supreme Court
conditional upon satisfactory com- level. His request for a permanent
pletion of graduate requirements.
injunction against his draft board
Diplomas will not be distributed was denied by federal district and
at the commencement exercises appeals courts in Colorado.
but will be mailed to recipients
ten days to two weeks later.
Prospective degree candidates
will receive additional information
this spring from the University
secretary and others.

a·

New. Budget Vote Seen April 9
Student Senate may be asked
. to vote on a proposed. 1968-69
Associated Students budget on
April 9, Senate Finance Commit. tee Chairman Coleman Travelstead said Tuesday night.
The committee has been conducting budget hearings since·
early March, and has approved
several major requested allocations, including $24,474 for
KUNM, and $4025 for The
Thunderbird.
THE Popular Entertainment
Committee has requested $20,000
for next year, and will probably
receive the money, Travelstead
said. But the committee has spent
almost none of its $20,000 allocation for this year, so no additional
~unds may be needed, he said.
The Finance Committee met
Tuesday with Lobo Editor Chuck
Noland to consider the newspaper's requested $36,051.88 budget based on plans for publication five days a week next fall.
No decision was made at the
meeting, and another session is
scheduled for today.
SOME committee members said
that until The Lobo could publish four "good" papers a week
there was no reason to expand
to five issues a week. Others said
they wondered if there was
enough "news" on campus to fill

five papers a week.
Travelstead said at last night's
Senate meeting that this year's
budget will be "the ·best thoughtout in years. If it is passed, we
can finish out 1968 as one of the

most successful years in the history of the Associated Students.''
The budget, he told senators,
represents "a chance to re-evaluate the philosophy and goals of
ASUNM.''
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U. Right-Wing Group
Blasts Sen. Kennedy

UNM: Turned On, Tuning In
Dear Editor:
Like, you know, it was really
groovy to read about all the heads
on this here plot of adobe and
textbooks .•• oh yeah, that blade
of grass has got to be the grooviest thing rve grooved on today
• . . oh yeah, as I was saying •••
let's see . • . hmmmm . • . where
was I?
We • • . us • • . you dig? "the
family," yeah, we think the ultimate in mind-blowers would be
for that hip Lobo staff (it's got
groovy things in it to dig) to do
a little front-page job on all the
faculty, administration, and staff
that's turned on too. Then we
could all RELAX and the good
vibrations would be in 100 per
cent harmony.
You know what I mean? "Seagull, I don't want your wings, I
don't want your freedom in a lie.''
You just know that Brother Donovan is THERE. Where, man?
Like where it's at. Like where we
are at or will soon be arriving.
Then we all just continue on
'doing • . . wow • . • too much ...
that button, covered with all that
different-colored thread, sitting
right there on your orange shirt
for all the people to groove on •••
that's really a nice trip. Just sitting here talking with you and
tripping out on that crazy button
and those beautiful threads.
Man, you're OK. So in the
meantime, oh, that chocolate
tastes so great. And the dripping
faucet in the kitchen is OK, you
know, if you dig uncomplicated
symphonies. So now,· as Brother
Lenny Bruce once said, we just
sit cool until our generation becomes legislators, judges, cops,
senators, etc. and you know they'll
just have to legalize pot, etc. to
protect THEMSELVES .•. dig?
Groove on that beautiful spring
sun.
Member/Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band
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The UNM Young Americans for
F r e e d o m issued a unanimous
statement condemning the presidential candidacy and platform of
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, (D-N.Y.)
at the Tuesday meeting. Dave
Foreman, state Y AF chairman,
saicl, "Kennedy's long career ·Of
irresponsibility and ruthlessness
hardly qualifies him for the presidency."
Foreman charged that Kennedy
had switched from being one of
Joe McCarthy's aides to being a
supporter of self-admitted Communist terrorist Mario de Andrade of Angola.
Foreman said that America does
not need a "wishy-washy" president, and that Bobby Kennedy's
election "would be more disastrous
than the re-election of Lyndon
J ohns<m."

Student Affairs
(Continued from page 1)
to the Faculty Policy Committee
(FPC) for dual consideration.
The FPC, which along with Student Affairs received the proposal
about 10 days ago, has yet to consider it. When it does, its recommendation and Student Affairs'
will go to the faculty for consideration.
FPC CHAIRMAN Hubert Alexander said last night that it
was now probably too late for the
committee to act in time to have
the proposal considered at the
April fa cuI t y meeting. The
faculty, he said, would then not
get the proposal until its May
meeting.
Under the proposal, full voting
rights for an ASUNM-appointed
member have been requested for
the A t h 1 e t i c Council, General
Honors Council, and the following
committees: Curricula, Registration, Library, Campus Planning,
United Fund, and Entrance and
Credits.
OTHER committees with student members would include:
Scholarship, Prizes, and Loans
Committee; University Committee
on Human Subjects; Extension,
Summer, and Community Services
Committee; Allocations Commit·
tee of the Greater UNM Fund;
and the Gifts to Libraries Committee.
The only faculty committees
not included in the proposal are
Academic Freedom and Tenure,
Building, and Faculty Policy.

We've hardly known a time when
there wasn't war, or rumor of war.
And with the difficult ideological
problems of today's world, the issue
of war versus peace is more
complicated than ever.
One thing is certain. God is impartial
in his caring for peace.
But how do you search for peace~
in.yourse/f, and in the world?
You may find some surprising

approaches developing in your church
or synagogue.
And with your help, your place of
worship can, after all, become an
important voice in establishing our
country's moral position in matters
that profoundly affect every one of us.
You're only one person, it's true.
But you don't have to be alone
in your beliefs.
And it's beliefs like yours that can
change the world.
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These students were able to read all these books during
one semester using Reading Dynamics methods.
How Was This Possible?
They are part of a. group of 25 J uniora- a.t
St. Pius High School in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. They learned Reading. Dynamics in the
firat part of the semester and have been using
the techniques for their American Literature
and U.S. History class since then.
During one semester they learned the Reading Dynamics techniques and completed their
teXtbooks that usually require a. full year of
study. In addition they supplemented their
studies that semester by reading and discussing
30 extra books creating a comprehensive background in literature which surpases many college students.

Comment by their history teacher._
"In previous years, my U.S. history classes
would have covered the material through
Reconstruction by Christmas. The Reading Dynamics group, in contrast, has completead the
entire history text by this time.»
''What fascinates me as ~, teacht: ~s that the
Reading Dynamics. and stu...... ,.; · chey have
been taught have increased th!
:.:f· of their
understanding tremendously. 0 •. , __ ;:~ test I've

given the group and a control group, the ltD.
group had an average of 89 with no F's, whfle
the other class had an average of 81 with 5 F's.
The class covered the material in 3 days and
others took it in three weeks. The · R.D. group
has a feel of ease which is wonderful to observe.
They are learning and enjoying the learning."

Comment by their principal.
The Rev. Francis X. Eggert says: "I would
say at this point that the course has been truly
successful. The accomplishment has- been terrific,
and even more unusual is the fact that many
of the problems and pitfalls .that a first year
program usually . experiences, have not materialized.
The student enthusiasm has been tremendous.
The most . encouraging success is the progress
of some of the slower students who are taking
the course. They have shown not only over-all
progress in the areas- of English and History,
in which we are implementing the Reading
Dynamics, but also in their other subjects.
Because of the success of this year's prog?:am, we are planning next year to broaden the
scope of our dynamics program by including all
juniors and seniors. With the program in full

swing and a maximum number of student~:~
participating, we are convinced that the educa~
tional value to these students will benafit them
greatly in the future.''
Averaging over 4,000 words per minute
these students now have very special capabilities
and needs. St. Pius High School has adjusted
their curriculum to allow these 25 students to
continue learning at this accelerated rate. (A
free 30 page report is available on request.)

What exactly is Reading Dynamics?
Reading Dynamics is the remarkable educational breakthrough that teaches people to read
several times faster while retaining good comprehension and pleasure. The method was discovered
in 1954 by Evelyn Wood while she was doing
graduate work at the University of Utah. Inspired by a professor who read her term paper
at the amazing speed of 6,000 words per minute.
Mrs. Wood spent the next 12 years developing
the principles that are the basis for the definitive
rapid reading method in the world todayReading Dynamics.
· Over 300,000 people have now learned to re(tr/
3 to -10 times faster than when they started
the Reading Dynamics course.

Find out more abQut us
Come to a free Readtng Dynamics Demon~
stration where~ YOU will see a documentarY
:film with irimressive testimonials from Wa.Bh~
· ington Con~rressmen who have taken the Reading
Dynamics course~ YOU will take a personal,
self-scoring test to determine your present level
·
of reading attainment,
YOU will join the audience in asking candid
questions about this efficient and effective way
to read~YOU will receive a complete portfolio
of the Reading Dynamics curriculum.
The Demonstration is entirely free. You
can leave as anonymously as you enter with
absolutely no obligation, which except, of course,
your first obligation, which is to yourself to
attend.

SPECIAL GROUP CLASSES.
The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute offers special group programs to businesses, schools and recognized organizations.
These group classes are tailored to your specific needs and schedules. Contact the Read!
ing Dynamics office nearest you for more
information or references on the many firms
and organizations which have been served
by the Reading Dynamics Institute.

.,
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Come to a Free Demonstration.
You may win a free scholarship

ALBUQUERQUE

Thursday,March28

207 Dartmouth N.E.- 8:00p.m.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

ALBUQUERQUE

SPRING

SANTA FE

College of Santa Fe
Benildus Hall- Rm. 212
6:30 and 7:30p.m.

CLASSES

FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 265~6761
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Please send me a complete brochure and schedules of classes in. my area.
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Dartmouth Drive, N.E.
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Albuquerque, New 1_\lexico 87106
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Saturday, March 30
U Diversity of New Mexico
College of Santa Fe
Student Union Building
Benildus Hall- Rm. 212
Room 250-C - 2:00 & 4:00 p.m.
2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

Mail This Coupon Today
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Lobos·.to .Defend Track. Title Against .Arizona
.

By WAYNE CIDDIO
Running with fewer horses
than in the past, the New Mexico
Lobo track team op!lns defense
· C nf
of its Western Athletic o erence track and field title Saturday
with a dual meet against t he
Arizona Wildcats. at University
Stadium.
Ten members of the team that
walked away with the conference
crown last year are either injured,
ineligible, or have been lost to
scholastic difficulties.
TWO OF THE Lobos' top distance men, half-miler Pat Cox
and miler Web Loudat, are bursing injuries and have been redshirted by head coach Hugh Hackett. George Scott, an outstanding
Australian-born two-miler, has
completed his eligibility at UNM.
Other men no longer eligible
for competition are Bernie Rivers, school record holding javelin
thrower Frank Burgasser, and
triple jumper Ira Robinson.
Defending WAC and NCAA
triple jump champion Art Baxter
will be back this season, but is
not expected to be in top form
for Saturday's meet. Baxter's
father died in Raton last week
and Baxter has not been able to
hold his usual workouts.
THREE SWEDISH athlets recruited by Hackett will be ineligible this season because of NCAA
transfer rules. Another Swede,
javelin thrower Ake Nilsson, will
be eligible for competition. Nilsson with a throw of 232'7". Nils-

. s· r Ivory
100 yd. d~shD Jm:d ;~~n. Sl:lO
Moore, an . o;a J d
dBill

son with a thr()w of .232'7". Nils- .jump, Baxter! ~arold ~!ailey;, and
. son's toss placed him fourth on R!losevelt Williams; h1gh JUmp,
· New Mexico's all-time perform- ·Phil Kastens, Bailey, and Lough- yd. run, De~Jntet, 0 ~· :n dies
. ance Jist.
ridge; mile run, Adrian DeWindt; Utrup; 440 m rmdeWI~r ~ 220
·
·
· h
tered B.ob Nanninga and Ray Jordan; .Baxter, Jones, an
Jams,
Other Javebn t rowers en
h" h h dl
Lo' h "d
Bailey
yd dash Singer M.oore, and Wal· S turd • me t will be Joe
Ig
ur es,
ug ri ge,
· •
· ·
•
'
Ell
Ipn da 11 ayds T e s 1 nbe r
and Williams; 440 yd, daah, Mati- ton; two-mile run,. Ron
detr:
d M"k U ba • Steve Hodson, and Bill Schran ,
ow re an
om o e
rge •
Ed M 1
Solenberger has been slowed by son,
ose ey, an
I e r n,
an injury and did not compete in
the Lobos' first outdoor meet.
Rene Matison, New Mexico's Coached by Joe Ferguson
workhorse sprinter, will be entered in the 220 and 440 yd. dashes
and will run the first leg on the
Lobo mile relay team. Matison
will not compete in the 100 yd.
dash.
Coach Joe Ferguson's UNM season, they should add two more
MATISON WAS nosed out in
tennis
puts its 5-1 record wins to thei~ victory colu!'ln.
the 100 at Tucson by Arizona on the team
line this weekend when it
New Mexico started this season
State's Jerry Bright in a photo takes to the. road for matches with wins over Oklahoma, Oklafinish. Matison recorded a 9.6 in with New Mexico State University homa City University, and Texas
and the University of Texas-E) Tech.
the event.
New Mexico finished second to Paso.
New Mexico dropped a 6-3 deArizona State in the first outdoor meet of the season at Tuc- cision to powerful Brigham Young
SPORTS NOTES
son. Arizona State won the trian- University last weekend at the
gular with 86 points, the Lobos UNM courts. The Cougars spoiled
had 67, and Arizona finished a the Lobos' chances for an un- Baseball Team
distant third with 28.
blemished record by taking four
Coach Bob Leigh's UNM baseSaturday's meet will begin at of six singles matches and one ball team has outscored its up1:15 p.m. with the long jump doubles match.
ponents 95-44 in 17 games this
and the pole vault. The running
The Lobos defeated Utah by an season. The Lobos' biggest marevents will get under way at 2 identical6-3 score Thursday. New gin of victory this year was a
p.m.
Mexico split the singles matches 10-0 win over the New Mexico
COACH HACKETT'S entry list with the Redskins and then swept State Aggies. New Mexico has
beaten the Aggies six times this
for the meet includes: long jump, the doubles competition.
Ferguson will go with Ted Rus- year.
Baxter, George Loughridge, and
Powdrell; pole vault, Powdrell, sell (4-1), Tony Bull (3-2), Van
Jon Caffrey, and Mike Barker; Hill (4-2), Willie Oropez (5-1),
shot put, Ervin Jarros, Mike Jef- Bill Thompson (1-4), and Robb Top Basketball Players
One of the best shows in the
frey, and Steve Keppers; triple Jones (0-5) in singles play. The
doubles teams will be Bull and country is being planned for UniHill, Russ e II and Jones, and versity Arena April 4-6. Eight
Thompson and Oropez.
teams composed of some of the
Last season, New Mexico de- top basketball players in the counfeated the Aggies and the Miners try will be competing for positwice for four of its eleven wins. tions on the United States OlymIf the Lobos perform this week- pic Basketball team that will comend the way they have so far this pete in Mexico City in October.

and mile relay, Matison, Moseley,
Sillger, and Utrup.

J.

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
an!l Laundry
Opton 8 AM. • B PM
Coun5elar Always on Duty
2106 Central 5.1:.
2-47-0836

Lobo 1ennis 1eam 1alces 5-1 Record
ln·Weekend Play With NMSU, UTEP

MR. G's PIZZA
IS BACK
Now At The
Triangle Lounge

TUXEDOS-BLAZERS

Mister Tux
Phone ~55-~592
LEON PALMISANO
San Mateo NE
Albuquerque, N .M.
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SPORTS
EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

Lobo go I f e r s will compete
against a four-team field this
weekend when they participate in
the New Mexico Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament at New Mexico
Tech's course at Socorro. The
tournament begins today.
Teams from UNM, New Mexico
State, New Mexico Tech, Western
New Mexico University, and the
College of Santa Fe will vie for
honors in the three-day tourney.
THE LOBOS opened their season last weekend with an overwhelming 20-1 victory over Colorado State University. New Mexico played the Tech course Saturday in a qualifying round in preparation for this weekend'e. intercollegiate match.
Golf coach Dick McGuire will
take two six-man teams to the
Socorro tournament. For the remainder pf the season, the Lobos
will field a six-man traveling
squad.
'
Dwaine Knight, Albert Lovato,

Is
12:00 Noon April 5, 1968
JUNIOR HAROLD BAILEY is slated to see action in three events in
Saturday's dual track and field meet with the University of Arizona
Wildcats. Bailey will compete in the triple jump, high jump, and high
hurdles. Bailey has a season best of :14.5 in the high hurdles. Arizona
finished third in an outdoor triangular meet at Tucson two weeks ago.
Arizona State won the meet with 86 points, New Mexico finished second
with 67, and Arizonllj was a distant third with 28.

A CAREER .IN NAVAL AVIATION
WEAR THE NAVY
..WINGS OF GOLD ..
The U. 5. Naval Aviation team from NAS, Dallas, will
.be on campus to administer flight aptitude tests to
Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.
WHERE: Student Placement Center
WHEN: April 1-5. 8 AM-4 PM (Mon.-Fri.)

FLIGHT IN NAVY TRAINER AVAILABLE
FOR THOSE WHO COMPLETE EXAMS

For applications for the
Positions of Editor for
The LOBO
The MIRAGE
The THUNDERBIRD
Applicants must be undergraduate
students with a 2.3 over all grade
point. Application forms may be
picked up at room 159 Student Publications Building.

SEE EUROPE FOR LESS!
AU..STUDENT TRIPSI

$397

to

$1320

Travel in a small, congenial group
With other U. S. college students. Join
tour in Europe or travel with the
group by ship or via TWA fet.
21 to 62-doy trips In Europe-prices
include meals, hotels, sightseeing,
travel in Europe. • . . trans-Atlantic
transportation is extra. Departures
from June 5 to July 31. Sample trips:

* 21Spain-$397
days - Western Europe plus
* 43$601d~- All . of West. Europe * 47dinavia-$906
days-West. Europe plus
* 58lin, da)'lWest.
plus BerPolond, RuNio, Czechoslovakia,
Sam-

Europe

Spain-$1085
See your local trgvel aeent or TWA
or write far freo foldtrr

AMERICAN YOUTH ABROAD
1 Unlwnlty Station

Minn..,poll~r MlnnMOia 55414

1 1

?•

?•

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career.· ••
Consult

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
124 Washington SE

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

265-8288

Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*GiiHer
*Brushes

its feet after three losing years.
A former Colorado University assistant coach, Rudy Feldman, was
hired on Christmas Eve and he
recruited an entirely new assistant coaching staff.
'rhe Stone-Beilter battle could
be just the thing New Mexico
needs and it indicates a refreshing competitive outlook on football at UNM. Beitler likes to go .
on the ground with a variety of
offensive patterns, while Stone
goes to the air on 4 of 5 plays
from scrimmage.
IF BEITLER regains the starting position, he will have some
excellent personnel with which to
carry out his running game. Backs
Dave Bookert, Rick Degulis, Joe
Presente, and Bob Blake will be
the out&-tanding men in the Lobo
backfield.
Ace Hendricks, Stone's favorite
target last season, will be an important man to Stone's passing
attack. Stone's other top receiver,
Vallez, has graduated.
Spring drills are important in
determining who will play football for New Mexico next fall.
The Stone-Beitler battle has added impetus because both are seniors and would like nothing more
than a starting spot on a revamped football squad.

Discount Prices

LANGELL'S

~51 0 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your Think Green
Money
Man

· ,Jr')

UN

RADIO
1150

KDEF
.~•ueauallqu•

'C.. Wi'•ound

University of Albuquerque
Popular Entertainment Committee Presents

THE HAPPENINGS
and The Blue Marble Faun
In Concert
at Civic Auditorium
March. 30, I 968 - 8:00 p.m.
Admission $4.00 - $3.00 - $2.00

Mel Daniels Wins
Statistical Titles

1 1 1 1 1

listen to KUNM

·Beitler, Stone Vie
For Starling Slot

By WAYNE CIDDIO
After'.ime day of spring football
drills, senior quarterback Rick
Beitler is making a strong bid to
regain the starting position he
lost to Terry Stone last season.
Spring practice, in preparation
for the 1968 football season, opened yes'terday under new head
·
coach Rudy Felgman.
Beitler began working with the
Lobos, first offensive team yesterday while Stone called signals for
the second unit. The Lobos are
holding practice sessions TuesTerry Dear, and Dennis McClos- days, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and
key won matches against CSU. Saturdays.
BEITLER WAS the Lobos'
All of the victories, except McC I o s key's 2-1 win, were 3-0 starting signal-caller as a sophosweeps. Dear scored a two-under more, and teamed up with forpar 70, Lovato a par 72, and mer Lobo end Emilio Vallez for
two school records in his first
Knight a one-over 73.
JUNIOR JIM Fiala won an ex- year on the varsity. Beitler, a 6hibition match against CSU's Jim foot, 175-pounder, hails from Du-.
Hutton with a 6-under par 66. rango, Colo., where he led his
Fiala's score was the low round Durango High School squad to the
Colorado state football championof the day.
ship in his senior year.
McGuire thinks that this year's
Stone attended Highland High
golf team is the best he has ever School in • Albuquerque before
coached at New Mexico. The playing at Baylor University in
Lobos are strong contenders for Texas for two years. Stone transthe Western Athletic Conference ferred to UNM after a year as a
crown and are keeping an eye on Baylor redshirt, and was put on
the NCAA championships this New Mexico's redshirt list his
summer.
first year here.
McGuire has built a 22-man
When Stone mo~ed up to the
team that includes nine freshmen, Lobo varsity, he immediately took
four sophomores, eight juniors, over the s tar ti n g quarterback
and one senior. The lone senior position. Beitler saw only limited
on the team is Dick Placek.
action last season. Beitler's runTHE TWO most important men ning game was a stark contrast
on this year's team are All-Amer- to Stone's almost completely aerica candidates Dear and Mike ial attack.
Stone's passing was the one
Goodart. OtheJ' j u n i o r s on the
team are Guy Cupples, Fiala, element that was supposed to
Steve James, Knight, McCloskey, . change the entire · character of
Lobo offensive operations in the
and Steve Satterstrom.
Drew Hunter, Burke Kiger, Jim 1967 season. Stone jumped into
-p]acek, and Wes Wilkening are the lead among· major college
the sophomores playing on the passers about mid-season and
managed to bold on to the numvarsity. ·
ber .one spot for the remainder
of the season.
THE LOBOS showed only brief
Former All-American
flashes of brilliance under Stone's·
guidance and ended the year with
the worst win-loss record ever
posted by a New Mexico football
team. New Mexico had a 1-9 record, failed to win a W!!stern Athletic Conference game, and was
Former UNM All-American Mel at one time ranked as the third
Daniels has won two statistical worst f o o t b a 11 team in the
titles in his first year as a player country.
for the Minnesota Muskies of the
After the disastrous '67 season,
Americ2n Basketball Association. New Mexico hired a new football
Daniels finished his first pro- coach in an attempt to get the
fessional year with a 16.6 re- UNM football program back on
bounding average per game, far
..ahead of Connie Hawkins, the Triple Jump
league's most valuable player.
Going into this weekend's dual
The 6 foot 8 Hawkins was second
meet
with the University of Ariwith a 13.5 average and led· the
zona,
UNM's Art Baxter, the deleague in scoring with a 26.9 averfending
Western Athletic Conferage.
ence and NCAA t r i p 1 e jump
Daniels led the league in field champion, has recorded a season
goals with 668 and finished sixth best of 47' 1%, in the triple jump
in the league scoring race with a and a 22' 41,2" performance in the
22.1 average. Daniels had 1729 long jump.
points in 78 games. In his senior
year at UNM, Daniels scored 581
points in 28 games to set a school Decent Weather
The UNM baseball team is finseason scoring record.
ally starting to get some decent
weather for their afternoon base- ·
ball games at its new baseball
diamond. The Lobos braved nearArctic weather in 1 their early
season games, but have still managed to get oft' to their best start
in many years.

UNM Golfers to Play
In NM Tech Tourney

Mr. G's Pizza
is fast Pizza
30 Minutes to .any
Dorm.

DEADLINE
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Used Guitars-All Makes
Home of Honest Bob•s
Used Guitar Lot

~·······························

j

special:

one time only~ used Gibson played on Sunday by lady
~school teacher.

•~ 200 Central S.E.

243-7609

, .............................. .

the Daily Double lounge
ond Heritage Room
Tom and Dick Abrams, Your Hosts

Dancing. :to·
Mike Houston Trio
Bee1· 25 cents a glass

Morgherita M. Henning, Ph.D.

6614. Central SE-Across from the Fairgrounds-268-7763

--~-~--------__,..,"""""'........,.~-
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WANT ADS
WANTED
SECOND HAND MICROSCOPE wanted
w/mag up 900x, Call 255·8703, Ext. 352,
S/28
HELP WANTED
_4_E_V_E_•N_IN_G_S_&_S-ATUR:::D:::A-:Y=S-.c-=a-n-us-e'2
coUcgc undergraduate men in advertising nnd sales dept. $60 wk. Call Mr.
Sepich, 844-2778, Friday, 9-11 a.m. only.
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastt;:rn Boys Ranch. Over 19 yrs. of age,
must -have thorough knowledgE:' of horsemanship -and be able to teach riding and
care of horses. Camping experience desirable but not essential. Also openings
for Arts & Crafts instructor specializing in leather craft, A.R.C. water safety
instructor, and N.R.A. rifle instructor.
Write Ames R. Mosely, 432 Arizona SE,
No. E, Albuquerque, N.M., or call 256..
8411 between 8 and 10 p.m.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
will be conducting Stewardess interviews at UNM on 3/25/68. For further
information and interview appointments,
Please contact your Placement Office. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN I
WANT IN WITH A GOING CONCERN?
If you like people, like to travel, and have
a knowledge of a. foreign language, conAmerican World Airways. Stewardess
sider becoming a stewarde:;~s with Pan
interviews will be held on campus on
March 25. For further information,
please contact your Placement Office.
Pan Am is An Equc;l Opportunity
Emploucr.
PLAN AHEAD I Line up your fall semester's job now. Ideal 15 hrs. per week.
Simple typing- & bookkeeping. Name
your own hours. Can be done in your
own home. Begins Sept, 1968. l'ay $1.25
per hour. Must qua1ify for work-study.
Secretary of Student Faculty Asso. Applications in Activities Center. For additional information call 255-6327, evenings. Deadline April 5.
3/27
PERSONALS
YES, VIRGINIA, there is a Zimmerman
Library Motorcycle & Timing· Association. Meets April 7, G:00 p.m. in SUB.
You need not have a motorcycle to join~
POETRY WANTED !or Poetry Anthology,
Include stamped envelope. Idle,vild Publishers, 643 Frederick, San Franelsco,
California. 94117.
IS THE Zimmerman Library Motorcycle
and Timing Club for real1
PERSONALITY POSTERS, Psychedelic,
Ski Posters & Buttons. If we don't
have them, then you don't need them.
Send for Samples & List. MADAM
BUTTERFLY'S Gi£t Shop, 4609 E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado 80220.
WANTED: Students with new ideas about
ways to promote Student-Faculty communicatlotll!, Are you interCllted? Apply
for the Student-Facnlty Association.
Applieations in Activities Center. Deadllne April 5. For information call 2556327, eveninll:'ll.
S/27
FOR SALE
1966 TRIUMPH Spitfire Convertible. Good
condition. Good tires, radio .& heater
Wire wheels, many extrns. 298-1636 afu,;
G p.m. Only $1200. Want to ll<!lL
CLEAN 1956 Ford in good condition •
good tir"" and engine. Ideal Cor citY
transportation. $125. Call 256-2540 after
3:30.
3/20
"GREGORY & TIJERINA, pace &
freedom" Bumper Stickel'!!. One for
50¢, 5 for $2., 10 !or $3., 20 for $5.,
50 for $10- Make checks to S. Abrams
and oend to 1920 Girard NE, Albnquer·
que, N.M. 87106.
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43ff wide, 17" deep,
30" high; '1 dwrs ; phony walnnt flnillh.
$30. See at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publications Bldg. after 5 p.m. Do not
calL
SERVICES
TYPING 1 For a '"super' paper - edited
grammar, spelling, punctuation - Jet a
formet" NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Partial background: Advertising;
Art• Financial: Legal; Sciences. Ex...
perienced typing professional papers presented national engineering conference!~~
Phone: 242-0649.

Language
By BILL SULLIVAN
Dr. Mario Andrew Pei told an
overflow audience at the UNM
Kiva Tuesday night that it is best
to learn foreign languages before
the age of 10. He said. that youngsters under 10 learn by osmosis
and after that age have .fixed language associations that make
learning more difficult.
Dr. Pei, professor of romance
philology at Columbia University,
spoke on "How to Learn Foreign
Languages and What Languages
to Learn." He wrote a book by
that title for people who are unable to attend formal language
courses.
A letter from a New Mexico
sheep rancher who lived 150 miles
from the nearest school offering a
Spanish course ·partly motivated
the writing of the book, Pei said.
THE LANG U AGEEXPERT
said that inequality exists among
people in their ability to learn
foreign languages but everyone
has the ability to some extent. He
listed the three basic elements in
language learning as hearing apparatus, grammatical coordination, and motivation.
"A good hearing apparatus enables a person to hear and reproduce sounds well," Pei noted.
"This cannot be manufactured or
improved upon at present. It is
similar to an ear for music," he
said.
"Grammatical coordination is
the ability to grasp general principles and apply them to a situation," Pei continued. He said that
the person with this mental faculty can usually read and write a
foreign language well, while the
person with an ear for languages
will normally speak and hear better.
"MOTIVATION CAN BE at all
levels," the scholar observed.
"Lowest motivation for language
learning is that it is a high school
or college requirement," he re-

Jemez

Topic of Speech

marked. "A higher motive is the
satisfaction of cultural interests
or for travel," Pei said. He asserted that good motivation can
fill the gap left by the lack of a
good hearing apparatus or grammatical coordination.
Pei said that being born into a
language is by far the best way
to learn it. He told the audience
that it has a tremendous advantage being born native English
s·peakers. He pointed out that 350
million people speak English and
that one out of ten persons on the
earth can be reached directly
with English while perhaps one
out of three can be reached. indirectly. "This is not true of any
other language," Pei said.
"I favor the catch as catch can
method of learning languages,"
Pei revealed. He said that some
people do better with a particular
method of studying. "Looking up
the grammar, talking with anative speaker, watching visual representations, writing things out,
and memorizing" we r e some
methods suggested by the speaker.
PEI SAID THAT the reason for
learning a language should influence the method of study.
"A person who is primarily interested in reading scientific or
:Philosophical works in a foreign
language has no great need to
speak it," he said. He noted that
a person wishing to travel in another country would have a great
advantage in speaking the native
tongue.
"A language teacher must have
at least 10,000 words of vocabulary and a degree of grammatical
perfection," Pei asserted. He said
that language teachers have a
life's work cut out for them.
In commenting on what languages to learn, the speaker emphasized the numbers of people
speaking a given tongue. He told
the audience that of the approx-
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and we could look down the mountain and see a running stream and
the snow. There was the sound of
wind in the trees and the rushing
water of the stream. It was fantastic."
ON SATURDAY five of the
campers left because of the cold.
"It was beautiful," said a student,
"but I wasn't prepared." Those
leaving were replaced by others
driving up from the University.
Three couples with children also
arrived from Santa Fe's Seaton
Village.
The Camp-In ended about 2
p.m. Sunday. "It was wild and it
was free and it was out of the
city," said Howden. "We became
people who were no longer strangers. But driving into Albuquerque
was like driving into a ping-pong
match. It was hard not to turn
back."
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imately 3000 spoken languages in
the world there are only 13 'With
50 million or more speakers.
"These," he said, ·"are the most
important numerically."
"The favorite high school and
college languages in the United
States today are Spanish,
French, Latin, German, Italian,
and Russian," Pei said. He pointed out that these are all IndoEuropean languages of the same
family. He said they are easier
for English speaker~ to learn at
the adult stage when compared
with Chinese, Arabic, or Swahili.

Springs

By ALLEN BUCHANAN
S e v e r a 1 UNM students took
part in a three-day Camp-In at
Jemez Springs last weekend. Bill
Howden, director of the Free University class in personal anarchy,
said the idea originated in the
class, and it was done "to get out
of the city" and "feel free".
RIDES LEFT the university for
Jemez at noon last Friday. Gretchen Wedow, a student in the
class, indicated they stopped in
Placitas to pick up members of
the "dome" colony there.
Miss W e d o w said everyone
camped in a small clearing above
the springs. They slept in sleeping bags, b 1an k e t s, and "old
coats".
"But we all spent the first night
in the water," she added. "The
water temperature is 115 degrees

3
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Board Picks Krbecc
As Union Director

The UNM administration has
been criticized by Bill Fuller of
the Federal Drug Abuse and Control Board for not pro vi din g
"needed cooperation" in dealing
with a campus-wide drug problem
revealed Wednesday by The Lobo.
Fuller was quoted in the Albuquerque Journal as saying his
agency "isn't getting the cooperation needed from the UNM administration on the s e (drug)
problems. These involve students
and a lot of non-students wbo are
found on and around the campus."
He also told the Journal that
he estimated that around 650 persons on and around the UNM
campus were involved in the drug
KIRBY KRBEC, Union associate director for the past year and a
problem. The Lobo had estimated
that 650 was slightly conservative half, was approved last night by Union Board as the successor to
and that anything over 1200-1500 ~nion Director. ~illiam Bierbaum, who will move into a new job as
d1rector of auxllu~ry agencies July 1. Krbec expressed pleasure that
would be high.
The Albuquerque Tribune yes- the board found h1m acceptable and pledged himself "Both to continue
terday quoted UNM Vice-Presi- and to enhance the Union•s existing programs." (Photo by Pawley)
dent for Student Affairs Dr. Lavender as saying, "I do not know
of any instance when we have
failed to cooperate with any law
enforcement agency that bas asked us to do proper and legal
things."
Lavender said that UNM had
refused to allow one bnreau to
plant an agent at UNM under an
By GRANT HARVEY
of the Union, will become director
assumed name. The name of that
agency was not given in the TribEffective July 1, personnel of a new position in the finance
division designed to coordinate
une account..
deans at UNM will receive new auxiliary agencies of the UniverDist. Attomey Alexander Sceresse, in the same Tribune article, titles reflecting a slight change of sity. Kirby Krbec will become the
is quoted as saying, "If they (Lo- emphasis in the purpose of each new Union director. (See story
bo staffers) have evidence (about office, Vice-President for Student page 1.)
Auxiliary agencies include all
drug usage or sale) they really Affairs Dr. Harold Lavender said
revenue-producing services such
should bring it in, but if they re- yesterday.
fuse to do so, I am not going to
On this date, .Dean of Men as the Union, student housing,
force them."
Howard Mathany will become student feeding, and the physical
dean of students and the old 'POSi- plant.
tion dropped. Lavender said the
$71,000 Asked
change will reflect the "recognition due Dean Mathany for years
of devoted service."
DEAN OF W 0 MEN Helen
Whiteside will become d e an of l~nnnr.i:IIIIlliii!!Binll!nnmmlltllnm:ul!:lll:mnnmunnrrmmmm:nr::mmii!:J
women-associate dean of stuJohn S. Hewitt, 19-year-old
dents "in recognition of an ex- UNM sophomore was one of 12
panding concept of the proper young people arrested last night
1
function of personnel deans." and early today on federal and
Miss Whiteside's new title will
A $71,000 budget for next year's also reflect certain remaining dif- state warrents on narcotics violaLobo, including a $35,000 alloca- ferentiated functions to be per- tions. He was arrested in Corotion from student activity fees, formed, specifically those related nado Dorm.
The Albuquerque Journal this
approved by Student Senate Fin- to women's organizations.
morning said city, state, and
ance Committee yesterday for
Dr. E. James Smith, housing county police "fanned across Alsubmission to Senate.
director, will become associate buquerque" with warrants for 19
The Lobo will be published daily dean of students. Dr. Smith's dunext year instead of four times ties for the coming year will in- "UNM area persons wanted on asweekly. The operating budget for clude functions in the personnel sorted narcotics violations.'
next year is an increase of $18,- dean's office. He will also retain
The Journal said the warrants
000, or about one-third, over this responsibility for much of the were issued "on the heels of reyear's $53,000 figure.
cent stories published by the UNM
housing program.
·student newspaper."
THE ALLOCATION from acLavender said the changes in
Others arrested around UNM
tivity fees will be increased al- personnel offices were initiated a
Verlinda
Hollenbeck
most $9000 from this year's year ago with the formation of include:
White,
18;
Verorira.
Torres,
23;
$26,000, again an increase of about the office of vice-president for
Roger
Kahn,
19;
Laura
Umpleby,
one-third.
The percentage of activity-fee student affairs. The new changes 20; Louis Montano, 19; Douglas
will help give personnel deans a
income in The Lobo's total bud- more comprehensive relationship Vandenberg, 23; Linda Taylor,
18; and Stewart Sporledder, '9.
get will remain about the same
Those arrested but not named
next year, at just under 50 per with students.
in
the warrants are, according to
LA
VENDER
SAID
that
the
ducent.
The requested addition of fifth- ties of the new offices will remain the Journal report: Donald Marday publication next year is based essentially the same but their tin Lommori, 20; Henry Carlos
on a recent jump of more than 50 new functions will aid the per- Pettin, 22; and Sichard Lebey, 20.
A spokesman for the Bernalillo
per cent in advertising volume, sonnel deans in their prime conCounty
Sheriffs office said no
cern,
early
indentification
of
stuwhich in several cases this year
bond has been set £or those arhas forced The Lobo to print dent problems, he said.
Iu a related development, Wil- rested on federal warrants and
larger than eight-page isSlles.
liam
Bierbaum, current director that they will be arraigned today.
THE LOBO PRESS will handle
Hewitt and White and five othonly an eight-page paper, and
ers
were arrested under warrants
when a larger paper has to be
stating
"they were wanted for
printed the costs may be thought Writing Competition
possession
for putposes of selling
of in terms of printing two sepAll
entries
for
the
English
demarijuana."
arate papers, Dick Pfaff, business
Miss Torres and Miss Umpleby
supervisor £or student publica· partment's 1968 creative writing
competition must be turned in to are both listed in the UNM stutions, told Finance Committee.
Pf'aif went on to explain that Bandelier Hall 112, on or before dent directory as non-degree seeking students. Others arrested who
adding fifth-day publication is the Tuesday.
are
listed in the first semester
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
is
giving
next natural step before considerdirectory
include: Kahn, Torres,
a
$25
poetry
award
and
two
other
ing purcba..<~e of a new press to
Montano,
Lommori, and Lebey
poetry
awards
of
$15
and
$10
will
print the larger papers which increased advertising volume would be given as Kappa Kappa Gamma (spelled (Lebby) and Pettin
(spelled Pettine).
Alumnae Memorial prizes.
eventually require.

U. Personnel Deans
Receive New Titles

Committee Okays
Budget Allocation
for 68-'69 Lobo
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Kirby Krbec, Union associate
director for the last year and a
half, was approved by Union
Board last night as nominee to
succeed William Bierbaum as
Union director July 1.
Bierbaum will move into a new
position, coordinator for auxili-

***

Probe of Gottos,
Bookings to Begin
A Union Board subcommittee
to investigate retroactively the
former involvement of Ken Kattas, activities director of the
Union, in activities of a local en.
tertainment booking agency which
does business with the Associated
Students was established last
night by Union Board.
"IT SEEMS to me that even
though Gattas apparently got out
before he was directly involved in
conflict of interest, there is still
an indication of possible collusion
between him and Jerry Roehl, who
remained in the agency and wa'S
a member of the Popular Entertainment Committee,' said board_
member Rob Burton after the
meeting.
"My hope for the subcommittee's investigation would be that
it will either clear or implicate
Gattas conclusively," Burton said.
THE SUBCOMMITI'EE was
proposed after Burton brought
up Gattas' involvement for discussion at the board meeting. After some discussion, Dr. Harold
Lavender, vice-president for student affairs, asked, "Are we having a Star-Chamber trial of Gattas? Is so, let's agree to it as
such .•. I would suggest, though,
that it's just as reprehensible to
be judge and jury at the same
time as it is to be buyer and
seller."
Union Board Chairman Bill Ross
appointed himself, Burton, Dean
of l.\!en Howard V. l\fathany, and
Associated Students President
John Thorson to serve on the subcommittee.

ary activities of the Universit;:
under the comptroller's office.
NOMINATION was made by
Dr. Harold Lavender, vice-president for student affairs, who a'Ppoints the Union director after
consultation with the board.
Krbec was originally hired when
arrangements began for creating
the position Bierbaum will move
into, with the understanding that
if Bierbaum moved into the new
job and Krbec worked out all
right he would succeed Bierbaum,
Lavender said.
A RESOLUTION of official regret for Lavender's not advising
the board of the circumstances of
Krbec's original employment was
passed by a 5-1 vote of members
present. Last night's meeting was •
the first time the board was advised of those circumstances.
Board members have been informally expressing regret for
similar communications "problems" all year, said board member Rob Burton after the meeting,
and this resolution was their
way of making their dissatisfaction a matter of formal record.
"I THINK it's unfortunate
that the board picks out one thing
like this and waves it like a
banner," said Associated Studentl!l
President John Thorson, who
voted against the resolution, a'fte>:
the meeting. "It's a g-ceat disappointment to me that we've
taken this action against the man
who is probably UNM's greatest
proponent of responsible student
participation in all facets of the~"
University."
KRBEC SAID after his endorsement by the board: "I'm
pleased that the board found me
acceptable, and I will make every
effort to continue and enhance
existing Union programs with the
cooperation of Union board and
all others concerned with the operation of the Union."
Krbec explained his general approach this way: "I operate on
the philosophy of student union,
with emphasis on the student. The
Union's responsibility, as I see
it, is to provide a place and a
program in which students can be
comfortable."

UNM STUDENTS FOR l{ennedy worked in the Union last night
pre11aring hats for the appearance of New York Senator Robert Ken•
nedy at UNM today. The 11residential candidate is scheduled for a
campus speech at 12:30. Students and state supporters of RFI{ plan
rallies today at the Sunport, UNM, and other locations in Albuquerque.
(Photo by Pawley)
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